
Loo Roll Monsters

Loo Roll innards are a really versatile material which you 
can make anything out of, from animals to people and 
everything in between, monsters just happen to be our 
favourite!

Tools and 
Materials:

- Scissors
- Glue (you can use 
pritt stick or 
sellotape too)
- felt tips
- coloured paper
- loo roll innard



Method:

Glue the paper and wrap it round your loo roll innard to 
make the body, don’t worry that the paper is longer than 
the loo roll as we can turn this into hair.

Start cutting the paper down from the edge to meet the loo 
roll innard, each strip can be as wide or narrow as you like, 
ours are about half a cm wide. Then to curl the “hair” gently 
pull against the edge of the closed blades of the scissors 
along the underside of where you want to curl like so.



Now the body is done we move on the arms and legs, we 
did concertina arms but you can do any arms you like! To 
do concertina arms, draw out your arms but also draw 2 
strips the same length and size as the arms like so.

To do concertina arms you need to glue the plain strip to 
the arm strip at a 90 degree angle (right angle)

To make the arms concertina fold the paper over each other 
alternating sides like so



Once you have folded it as much as you can, trim the 
excess paper to make a square, glue the two ends to each 
other, then you are ready to glue it to your monsters body!

Now to do the legs and face, draw out your legs leaving 
enough room on the paper so you can make a tab to stick 
the legs on 

Stick the tabs of the legs on the inside of the loo roll innard 
so it looks neater



Now for the face, look at your monster and think what kind 
of face they should have, scary, cute, sleepy?

Once done cut out the facial features and stick them on, 
you don’t have to do all the features from cut out paper we 
drew our  monster’s mouth on with a felt tip.
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